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SUMMARY 

The paper examines the no-tension design of concrete gravity dams on the basis of finite element 
analysis. The no-tension assumption is implemented as a special case of plasticity in which the tensile 
yield limit tends to zero. This is compared with finite element analysis based on linear elastic fracture 
mechanics with either a realistic or a very small value offracture toughness. The crack pressure, which 
has a great influence on the results, is taken into account. Numerical counter-examples show that 
the widely held belief that no-tension design is safe is not always true. It follows that safety of dams 
should be evaluated on the basis of fracture mechanics. 

Introduction 

Concrete gravity dams are customarily designed using a simple stress- based failure criterion generally 
called "no-tension design". Although the basis for this method is always the assumption that concrete 
cannot resist tensile stresses, many different versions of no-tension design have beeT\ used. In its 
simplest form, suitable for hand calculations, no-tension design considers a linear compressive stress 
distribution throughout the uncracked portion of a given horizontal cross section, <Lnd equilibrium is 
then checked. Sophisticated versions of the method use full finite-element-based plastic analysis with 
a suitable yield surface. 

Fracture mechanics deals explicitly with crack propagation in the material by means of an energy 
balance, as proposed already in 1921 by Griffith. The brittleness of concrete and the conspicuous 
existence of cracks in gravity dams suggests that fracture mechanics could be a better approach 
to the problem of dam design than stress-based criteria. Nevertheless, no systematic study of the 
possible application of fracture mechanics as a basis for an alternative design method has so far 
been undertaken. This state of facts could be attributed to the great familiarity of civil engineers 
with stress-based methods of design-such as elasticity and plasticity-along wit.h the perception 
that fracture mechanics might prove too difficult to use. But the most important factor has been 
the claim that no-tension design lies always on the safe side. This claim has neller been justified 
theoretically. . 
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Figure 1. Geometry and initial finite element mesh used in this study, applied loads, supports, and 
basic material properties. 

At a recent international workshop (Dungar, et al., [1990]), the question arose whether fracture 
mechanics analysis could predict lower failure loads than no-tension design. With this motivation, 
a previous paper (Baiant [1991]) compared simplified versions of both approaches applied to dams 
with rectangular idealized geometry-=so as to make hand calculations possible. The conclusion was 
that no-tension design is not guaranteed to be on the safe side. In the present paper, we extend the 
comparison to rather sophisticated versions of no-tension- and fracture-mechanics- based analyses. 
Among other results, we present some counter-examples to the general claim that no-tension design 
lies always on the safe side. The importance of crack pressure-and the fact that no-tension plasticity 
is not appropriate for its consideration-is also discussed. 1t is demonstrated that the use of fracture 
mechanics is an imperative requirement for a realistic assessment of the failure modes and the safet: 
factors of concrete gravity dams. 

1 Modeling 

Figure 1 shows the model dam used in this study: the geometry, the initial finite element mesh, the 
applied loads and supports. The basic material properties, relevant to both no-tension plasticity and 
fracture mechanics, are: modulus of elasticity E = 25000 MPa, Poisson's ration II = 0.2,.mass density 
of concrete p = 2450 kg/m3. The dam shape and size correspond to the well-known Koyna. dam, 
which has been used extensively as a case study by numerous researchers. The finite elements are 
eight-node isoparametric, and the bottom of the dam is rigidly supported. Plane strain is assumed. 
Aside from the loads shown in Figure 1, internal crack pressure is assumed to be present in some of 
the numerical experiments. 
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Figure 2. Ottosen's surface's trace onto four different r-planes. 

1.1 No-tension plasticity 

The no-tension approach to finite element analysis of concrete (or rock) was initiicilly introduced as 
a special case of the smeared cracking model with zero tensile stress (Zienkiewicz, [1977]). When a 
positive principal stress is detected at some integration point, the tensile stress its reduced to zero. 
The crack direction is set at that moment. If the subsequent )oadi~ causes again at that point a 
tensile principal stress in some other direction, a rigorous treatment requires thE! introduction of a 
new crack at the same point. This multidirectional cracking model presents serious problems (Rots, 
[1991)). An easy way to avoid them is to treat smeared tensile cra.c.killg by means of plasticity. 

For this study, we adopt a perfectly plastic model with an associated flow rule :md a yield surface 
as proposed for plain concrete by Ottosen [1977]. Figure 2 shows the traces of this surface on the 
lI'-planes for the small values of hydrostatic pressure expected in a ~avity dam., corresponding to 
the first stress invariant values: II = -0.25, 0.25, 0.75 and 1.25 MPa. The cirdes are the loci of 
constant ..;J2 = 0.05, 0.10 and 0.15 MPa (h = second stress deviator invariant. The plot is for 
f; = 40 and f: =0.1 MPa. It is apparent that this is in essence a Rankine-Cou!lomb yield surface 
with smoothed-out corners-a very convenient feature from the computational stacndpoint. 

Four parameters are needed to define Ottosen's surface. To determine them, w'e follow Torrent et 
al. [1987J in using the unjaxjal tensile and compressive strengths U: and /c), along with the failure 
stresses for certain biaxial and triaxjal compressive tests which can be expressed in terms of /c. The 
most relevant parameter in this model is /:, and we use several different values for it, as detailed 
later. On the other hand, all the results reported here correspond to a. unique vaJue of compressive 
strength /; = 40 MPa, although we also perform some numerical experiments using /; = 20 MPa. in 
order to verify tha.t the influence of f; is indeed negligible. A return-mapping algorithm as presented 
by Ortiz and Popov [1985J is used for the numerical integration of the model. 
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Figure 3 shows the plastic solutions for lhr('(' differ('nt valu('s of f:. reprl'sented as a plot of the 
overflow (height of overtopping) versus displacement at the top of tli!' dam. Thes·~ curves deserve 
some additional comments: 

• The initial value of horizontal displacement ('" 0.Ql8 m) corr('sponds to the own weight (self
weight) plus the reservoir pressure (that is, the loads which were applied before any overflow). 
The control variable during the application of the overflow is the displacement at the top. 

• Had the structural response been followed for even larger displacements-which was unnecessary 
here-the curves would have eventually reached a plateau, as expected from a perfectly plastic 
analysis. 

• The value f: = 1.0 MPa is fairly typical for actual tensile tests on concretes customarily used in 
gravity dams. 

• The no-tension design, strictly speaking, means zero tensile strength. To ensure uniqueness and 
stability, however, the theory of plasticity requires the origin of the stress space to lie within the 
yield surface. Thus, the tensile yield limit can be arbitrarily small, but not z'ero. Rigorously, 
the no-tension design ought to be considered as the limit of the plastic designs as the tensile 
yield limit tends to zero_ 

• There is a practical restriction on how close to zero the value of f; can be chosen. In fact, for 
small values of f: the elastic domain shrinks to a very narrow region around the hydrostatic 
axis (for the low values of pressure of interest). As a consequence, the algorithm fails to map 
the elastic predictor onto the elastic domain (note that the mapping is not radial). Although 
this could theoretically be solved by taking sufficiently small loading steps, for very low values 
of f:, the number of steps would then become unreasonably large. The results for f: = 0.1 MPa, 
however, can be considered for all practical purposes, the "no-tension" solution. 

1.2 Fracture mechanics 

The main problem when simulating propagation of a sharp crack is that it implies a continuously 
changing boundary-value problem. In the context of finite element analysis. following the propagation 
of a crack of an arbitrary path unknown in advance requires repeated re-meshing, a task that can only 
be performed efficiently by means of some sophisticated computational tool. For this study we adopt 
FRANC (FRacture ANalysis Code), a program developed at Cornell University (Wawrzynek, [1987]) 
as an extension of a previous work by A. R. Ingraffea. The program features automatic re-meshing 
and evaluation of the stress intensity factors, making fracture-mechanics analysis of arbitrarily curved 
cracks relatively straightforward. 

Although FRANC can deal with nonlinearities-by means of cohesive stresses-woe. only use linear 
elastic fracture mechanics. This simplification is justified by our knowledge of the size effect in the 
fracture of quasi-brittle materials (Baiant and Kazemi, [1990]). In fact, the nonlinearity arises when 
the size of the fracture process zone is relatively significant compared with the size of the structure. 
Since the size of the fracture process zone is of the order of magnitude of the aggre~~ates (- O.2m), 
it is clear that for large structures such as concrete gravity dams the nonlinearity can be neglected. 

Among the criteria for crack propagation available in FRANC we cho!e the so-called "U8 method", 
which not only predicts the h-I-K II pairs corresponding to the states of imminent cracck propagation, 
but also yields the ratio h- lIe/ h'le = j3f4 (Erdogan and Sih, [1963]) of the corresponding fracture 
toughness values for modes I and II. Thus, the only material parameter needed to define the fractur~ 
model is K/c. The issue of crack initiation is .not of our concern, and we assume that imperfections 
or initial cracks required for application of fracture mechanics to be valid already exist. We do not 
address the problem of several possible interacting cracks competing for propagation (Baiant and 
Tabbara, [1991]): all our examples fea.ture a single crack. 
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Figure 3. Plastic solutions represented as a plot of the overflow versus the displacement at the top 

of the dam. 

Figure 4 shows the fracture· mechanics solutions for cracks starting at three different points on the 
upstream face of the dam. All the curves correspond to K Ie = 1 MPa Jiii, a typical value. A series 
of comments on these curves is in order: 

• All the curves are "hardening~, with a positive slope and no limit points. This contrasts with 
the characteristic failure mode usually associated with fracture mechanics, namely dynamic 
instability with swift crack propagation. This interesting behavior highlights the stabilizing 
effect of the own weight, which grows in importance as the crack propagates and succeeds in 
overcoming the destabilizing effect of the water loads . 

• There exists a very short unstable branch for very small crack lengths. This is because the own 
weight requires a certain minimum crack length to become effective. As a consequence, any 
initial imperfection does not grow until the overflow reaches a certain critical value. Once this 
value is reached, the crack grows in an unstable fashion, until the own weight becomes effective 

enough for the crack to grow stably. 

The crack labelled "C" in Figure 4 (which originates in the upper portion of the dam) is the critical 
one. This conclusion SN'ms to be at odds with the notion, suggested by the beam-theory standpoint, 
that the critical cross-section should lie at the bottom of the dam. It is interesting to note that 
severe damage actually occurred at the location of crack "C" as a result of an earthquake striking 
Koyna dam in 1967 (Saouma et 01. [1990]). Therefore, all our further numerical .experimentation 

with fracture mech;j.nics is based on crack ~C". 
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Figure 4. Fracture-mechanics solutions for three different cracks and [{Ie = 1 MPay""m. 
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Figure 5. Fracture-mechanics solutions for the critical crack with [{Ie = 1.0,0.3 and 0.1 MPaym. 
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Figure 5 shows fracture·mechanics solutions for crack ~C~ and klc = 1.0. 0.3 and 0.1 MPa Jill. 
This ranges from a realistic value to a very low one. The last value yields what \\'1' could call Mno

tension fracture mechanics
M 

(a zero val ue of J.: /e cannot be considered for numeric.J reasons). Aside 
from expected differences in the minimum crack lengths needed for effective stabilization by the own 
weight, the most striking feature of these solutions is that they are almost independent of h'/e. This 
is a consequence of h'/e being very small in comparison with the large magnitudes of 1\'/ produced 
by both the own weight and the water loads. The insensitivity to the value of A'/e indicates that the 

crack tip must be very close to the boundary of the zone in which concrete is undE~r compression (a 
crack tip lying at this boundary corresponds to the solution for which A'/e - 0). In the following 
section we compare these solutions with those obtained by plastic analysis. 

2 Comparison 

Figure 6 shows the results presented in the previous' sections in a form suitable for comparison, The 
comparison is based on the experimental results presented in the literature for conclretes used in dam 
construction (Briihwiler {l990) and Baiant et af.' (1991)), which suggest that, for a given concrete, 
the numerical values of J; and h'le are approximately equal when expressed in MPa and MPa.;m. 
Remarks: 

• For the no-tension case, plasticity lies on the safe side. This situation, however, reverses for 
larger (and more realistic) values of J: and h'le, so that for ,: = 1 MPa and 1I"Ie = 1 MPa.;m 
plasticity lies definitely on the unsafe side. This is because of the previously noted indifference 
of the fracture results to the values of fracture toughness, 

• A "larger sensitivity" to the material properties in the stress- based approach was pointed out 
in a comparison published by Saouma et al. (Saouma et al. ,[1990]). Analysis of their results 
reveals, in fact. a trend similar to that in Figure 7, Nevertheless, the range of values of ,: was 
not sufficient to complete the reversal of conclusions, 

Although the results presented in this section stress the fact that fracture mechanics could actually 
be on the unsafe (conservative) side when compared to plasticity with proper values of the material 
parameters, the no-tension plasticity still appears, in a strict sense, as a lower bound. Fracture 
mechanics, however, describes better the deformation mode of a gravity dam by explicitly modeling 
cracks propagating through the material. This makes possible the consideration of factors such as 
the pressure of water inside the crack, which cannot be naturally considered in a plasticity-based 
analysis. 

In the following section we consider the fracture-mechanics results for the case when crack pressure 
is present, along with "pre-cracked no· tension plasticity", a method allowing for a simplified inclusion 
of the effect of crack pressure in the context of no-tension plasticity. The importance of crack pressure 
will become apparent, along with the necessity of using fracture mechanics in the safety evaluation 
of concrete gravity dams. 
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Figure 6. Comparison of overflow-displacement curves for plastic and fracture analyses. Plasticity 
is on the unsafe side when realistic values of the material parameters are used. 
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Figure 7. Effect on the fracture-mechanics results of water pressure (linearly distributed, with the 
full value at the mouth and zero at the tip). 

3 Effect of crack pressure 

Figure 7 shows the results obtained when crack pressure is added to the fracture analysis. In this 
case the pressure is linearly distributed along the crack length, with full pressure (full reservoir and 
overflow) at the crack mouth and zero pressure at the crack tip, implying water flow within the 
crack-a conservative assumption. Comments: 

• The response includes the aforementioned characteristic unstable branch for small crack lengths. 
followed by a stable branch, stabilized by the own weight. Soon after, the influence of the 
crack pressure takes over, leading to a limit point and instability in the form of dynamic crack 
propagation . 

• The failure value of overflow is much smaller than predicted by no-tension plasticity. Thus, this 
case is a clear counter·example to the general statement that no-tension design lies always on 
the safe side. 

Figure 8 shows an additional counter-example obtained with a simplified fracture analysis consid· 
ering (i) the crack to propagate as a straight fracture, (ii) KI/ to be irrelevant, so that the propagation 
criterion can be written as h'l = Klc = 0, and (iii) the crack pressure to be uniform up to the tip (full 
pressure). The strong influence of the crack pressure is confirmed, but the assumption of straight 
crack propagation prevents the attaInment of a limit point. 

The comparisons in Figures 7 and 8 could be considered improper because the plastic solution 
does not include crack pressure. The problem lies, however, in an intrinsic limitation of the plastic 
approach. In fact, no-tension plasticity deals with extensive regions of material incapable of bearing 
tensile stresses, where the concept of crack pressure does not make sense. In view of the importance of 
discrete cracks, plastic analysis is on occasions performed on a structure with a pre-existing crack OIl 
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Figure 8. Example obtained with a simplified fracture analysis and full (uniformly distributed) 
crack pressure. 

which the crack pressure can be taken into account, a procedure which could be called "pre-cracked 
no-tension plasticity". 

Figure 9 compares fracture mechanics with pre-cracked no-tension plasticity for a dam with an 
initial horizontal crack spanning 40% of the cross-section. This could be a preexisting crack caused, 
for example, by temperature and shrinkage differences across the construction joint between concrete 
layers. Full crack pressure is considered on the pre-cracked portion only (it would not be possible to 
do otherwise in the plastic case). Figure 9 is an additional counter-example for the assumption of 
safety of no-tension design. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of overflow-displacement curves for pre-cracked no-tension plasticity and 
fracture analyses. Full pressure is considered on the pre-cracked portion of the cross section. 

Conclusion 

1. The general claim that no-tension plasticity design lies on the safe side is not a.lways correct, as 
shown by several counter-examples. This is so even for generalized forms of no-tension plasticity 
(for example "pre-cracked no-tension plasticity") aimed at overcoming an important drawback 
of plastic analysis: its inherent unsuitability to take into account the crack pressure. 

2. The crack pressure has a strong influence on the response of concrete gravity dams. Its inclusion 
in fracture-mechanics analysis seems to be necessary in order to demonstrate situations in which 
the failure load (maximum load, limit point) is smaller than predicted by no-t.ension plasticity. 

3. If realistic values of f: and h'le are used, plasticity is unsafe e.·en when compa.red with fracture 
mechanics solutions for no crack pressure. 

4. Most of our fracture-mechanics results show an interesting interaction between the own weight 
and the water loads, leading to (i) monotonically increasing loads, in contrast with the usual 
"peak load" (limit point) observed in most fracture·mechanics-governed structures, (ii) insen
sitivity to the magnitude of h'le, and (iii) the existence of a short unstable response for small 
crack lengths. 

5. For the chosen geometry, and contrary to the common belief that the critical horizontal cross 
section for static loading is always located within the lower third of the dam, our fracture
mechanics results point to a critical cross section lying well in the upper half of the dam. 

6. Finite element codes such as FRANC, with feature re-meshing capabilities for c:rack propagation 
and built-in fracture criteria, are already available for design purposes. Aided by this kind of 
computational tool, fracture mechanics analysis becomes as straightforward as plasticity. Thus, 
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putativl' difflcuiti(,5 "'Ith practICal fra<tur(' n1('chanics analY~ls arl' in fact nonl'xistent, and should 
not pr(,I'('nt thl' us!' of fracturf' m£'chanics in th(' J£'sign and safpty I'valuation of larg(' concrete 
gravity dams, 
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